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2112.run is a Transmedia 
Narrative NFT* project set in 
an emerging cyberpunk universe 
shaped by the community.

---
*Transmedia Narratives are about expanding the universe through 
different mediums, telling complementary stories from different 
POVs that can be consumed as stand-alone material.

WHAT IS 2112.run?
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The narrative works as a 
framework for the team & the 
community, providing context 
and keeping the evolution of 
the universe cohesive 
and meaningful.

The universe grows and 
evolves through the actions 

taken by the community.

This also works as feedback 
for the writing team to 
generate new plot lines.

Everything we do in the 
project must be a tool to 
immerse the community into 
the 2112 universe and move 

it forward.

MAIN PRINCIPLES
NARRATIVE AS 
A FRAMEWORK

GROWING
& EVOLVING

ACHIEVING
PURPOSE
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NARRATIVE
UNIVERSE COMMUNITY

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
DIFFERENT MEDIUMS AND PLATFORMS: 
TEXT, AUDIO, VIDEO, INTERACTIVE, WEBSITE ARTICLES, 
SOCIAL NETWORKS, COMICS, VIDEO GAME, ANIMATIONS, ETC.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

ONE-SHOT-STORIES  

DISCORD - IRL - ARGS - SCAVENGER HUNTS
“CHOOSE YOUR PATH” NARRATIVES

IMMERSIVE ROLEPLAYING EVENTS

EVOLVING MAIN PLOTS

GIVEN TO THE COMMUNITY BY THE TEAM

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

EVENT ACTIONS USER-GENERATED CONTENT

GAME ACTIONS

AFFECTING THE UNIVERSE BY THE COMMUNITY
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FOUNDERS ARTISTS DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

> We are a multidisciplinary team with 13 members.

FOUNDER_           WINDD

FOUNDER_           BRULO

GAME DEVELOPER_   KFISH

SMART CONTRACT_ BUSYMICHAEL.ETH TOKENOMICS_   PLAYALLDAVE

ENVIRONMENT ARTIST_  BANE

MAIN WRITER_      ESPECHE

ENVIRONMENT ARTIST_  UKI

CHARACTER DESIGNER_JOI RUDIN

AMBASSADOR_  TROPOFARMER

DESIGN STRATEGIST_ MISS PINGU

PRODUCER_     ALVARHYTHM

COMMUNITY LEAD_GJORDAO.ETH
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THE FOUNDERS
\\ BRUNO aka (Brulo)
    > Windd’s IRL brother. Sci-fi fan and NFT enthusiast 
      since August 2021. 
      He has over 10 years of experience working 
      with development teams mainly as a Scrum Master and 
      Agile Coach, where his main objective was enabling
      teams to work at their peak in an ordered and
      healthy enviroment that kept motivated.

\\ MAURO aka (Windd)
    > Brulo’s IRL brother. Video games (mostly RPGs) fan 
      who grew up min-maxing different games and playing 
      competitive card games.
      Started trading NFTs in July 2021 and managed to 
      grow a 150+ ETH portfolio starting out with 
      around 2 ETH. 
      Known member of the Metaverse HQ alpha community.
      Mauro worked 10 years as a QA Engineer in multiple 
      software companies until quitting his main 
      job to do NTFs full time, and later focus 100% on 2112.run.

FOUNDER_            MAURO

FOUNDER_           BRUNO

FOUNDER_            WINDD

FOUNDER_           BRULO
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STORYTELLING 
       IN EVERY ACTION
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ART & TECHNICAL PERSPECTIVE:
\\ Highly detailed image for each 
   Corporate Headquarters.

\\ All assets are 3D modelled to 
   be reused in future images 
   and mantain consistency.

\\ Environment team experienced 
   in architectural design, 
   conceptualization and 
   development.

→ 
Wardlord 

Defense Industries 
Phases of the image 
composition process.
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WORLDBUILDING PERSPECTIVE:
\\ Each Corp has its own backstory,  
   secret objectives, motivations, 
   geographical location and interaction 
   with other entities & characters.

\\ Each one has its own CEO, with detailed 
   backstories on their lives and how 
   they became so influential in this 
   world.

\\ We are constantly expanding the 
   “subsidiaries map” of lesser corps 
   that develop specific products and 
   services, and depend on 
   the Big Five.
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GAMEPLAY PERSPECTIVE:
\\ Players will attack the corporations in order 
   to obtain both thematic and generic rewards 
   (in-game tokens, fame, special NFTs).

\\ Some will be extremely rare NFTs that depict 
   corporate secret plans the corps pursue. 
   Owners of this NFTs will have the power 
   to change the course of 2112 Universe by 
   deciding what to do with it: 
   reveal, burn, sell, etc.

\\ Corps will eventually be able to counter-attack 
   the runners, introducing new risk/reward 
   mechanics.
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ART & TECHNICAL PERSPECTIVE:
\\ 15 different base models 
   (3 per Faction).

\\ Each base with their own traits.

\\ Unique hand-painted style, 
   evocative of old-school RPGs.

\\ Generative process and manual 
   curation process of the entire 
   collection.

Stray/Dog_5862

Stray/Dog_6473

Stray/Dog_4991

Punk_2998

Punk_3487

Punk_0198

Maker_8002

Maker_9401

Maker_7758

Guild_8812

Guild_9379

Guild_7314

Cypher_0273

Cypher_0491

Cypher_0146
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WORLDBUILDING PERSPECTIVE:
\\ Each Faction is guided 
   by their own ethos and characteristics.

\\ Follows some classical RPG archetypes 
   but gives room for free roleplaying, 
   allowing for sub-groups within the 
   Factions.
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GAMEPLAY PERSPECTIVE:
\\ Each Faction will:
   
   >> Have their own strengths and weaknesses.

   >> Perform differently depending on the target 
      they are attacking.

   >> Have access to specific sets of items, 
      lands, missions, etc.

   >> Act as a DAO in order to gather funds 
      and decide on actions 
      (attacks, purchases, negotiations).
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MICRO NARRATIVES
>> An experiment in 
   S&S Laboratories 
   goes terribly wrong.
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\\ Art & technical perspective:
    > The worldbuilding team has created a workflow that 
      allows them to craft highly detailed dioramas that 
      remain cohesive within our universe.

\\ Worldbuilding perspective:
    > These dioramas are the perfect vehicle for short
      snippets of lore that can be easily shared across
      platforms.

\\ Gameplay perspective:
    > These also set the base quality the community can 
      expect from the LAND NFTs we will release in the
      future.

MICRO NARRATIVES
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\\ The project's website is a perfect example 
   of our commitment to high quality content and 
   immersive experiences. The interface is two-fold: 
   on one hand there are the images, links and 
   information normaly expected in this type of site, 
   and on the other hand, an old-school console-type 
   log provides additional information in a 
   lore-appropiate fashion and allows for commands 
   to be input.

\\ The website is not only highly aesthetic 
   (to the point of receiving an Honorable Mention 
   from the Awwward Website Awards), it is also 
   deeply functional and ever-evolving: the layout 
   allowed for part of an immersive scavenger hunt 
   event to take place, and will most likely be a 
   part of other ARG events.

THE WEB
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MINTLIST 
       PROCESS
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\\ We replaced mindless grinding with an immersive 
   gamified onboarding event.

\\ We created one “Recruiter” character per faction, 
   each with their own personality, voice, image and 
   location.

\\ Each of these characters presented the community 
   with a different quest that served both as an 
   onboarding into the lore and a way to assess 
   involvement.

\\ At the end of the event the community was able 
   to pick a faction (not tied to the minted 
   character).

RECRUITERS EVENT
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MAKER_         PERGOLERA GUILD_            VOLKOV CYPHER_       PHLEGETHON PUNK_               RIOT STRAY DOG_         SIOUX

\\ Quest: Creative contest. 
   People submitted drawings, 
   videos, stories.

   

\\ Quest: Interactive story 
   about a first run for 
   the Guild.

   

\\ Quest: Solve an ARG as 
   a community.

 

\\ Quest: Interactive story 
   about a mysterious 
   disappearance.

   

\\ Quest: Extensive quiz about 
   lore.

RECRUITERS EVENT
MAKERS GUILD CYPHERS PUNKS STRAY DOGS
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MShaping The Universe Through The Game

AFFECTING THE NARRATIVE THROUGH 
BLOCKCHAIN POWERED GAMING  

& TOKENIZED ECOSYSTEM   



\\ What is the game about?
    > The game consists on the player’s 
      Cryptorunner NFT making “Runs”, 
      hacking attempts on the target’s nodes.

    > These are limited by an energy-like 
      stat called Clock.

\\ Resource Management:
    > Each run has its own set of 
      requirements or costs that the player 
      needs to fulfill or pay.

\\ Risk/Reward Assessment:
    > The game constantly forces the player 
      to take decisions based on percentages 
      of different outcomes, demanding a 
      constant risk and reward analysis.

 

\\ The hybrid model:
    > Front-end application powered by the 
      Polygon Blockchain to store all the data.

    > Overcoming the limitations of going 100% 
      on-chain to achieve a smooth and responsive 
      User Experience.

    > Hybrid model (off & on-chain) gives us 
      freedom to evolve the game system, explore 
      interesting mechanics and incorporate 
      Transmedia Events.

\\ Affecting the narrative through gameplay
    > Player’s decisions can impact the narrative.
        >> Example 1: The community attacks a specific
            corporation hard enough to debilitate 
            it in the narrative stories.
        >> Example 2: A player obtains a extremely rare 
            NFT that describes a corporation’s secret plan. 
            His decision on what to do with this 
            information can change the Universe forever.

BLOCKCHAIN POWERED GAME:
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\\ How is a “Run” played?
    > When making a run, you are connected into a virtual landscape, 
      called The Grid. In there, you will be presented with multiple 
      options to respond against different threats that protect your target.

    > These threats are called ICE (Intrusion Countermeasures Electronics) 
      and they can be represented in many different forms: as a mythical 
      guardian, a huge fantastic beast, a monster or a simple object, 
      just to name a few.

    > Each decision that you are prompted to make will disclose the % chances 
      for a given outcome to happen, immersing yourself in the run and forcing 
      you to assess your possibilities in real time.

    > In every Run you will have to decide between continuing the attack against 
      all odds to hit the jackpot, or tucking your tail between your legs 
      and jacking-out.

BLOCKCHAIN POWERED GAME:
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\\ At different instances during the lifetime of the game, we will release two game-changing mechanics: 
   Console and Land Gameplay.

Consoles represent the main terminal the runner 
uses to connect to The Grid.

 > They provide bonuses and allow the usage 
   of Hardware and Programs (NFTs) during a run.

 > Higher tier Consoles have more space and
   power increasing your running capabilities.

Land represent the location from where you are running.

 > Furniture (NTFs) can be installed in your Land 
   to enhance runs or yield passive $DATA generation. 

 > Higher tiers of Land enable the use of advanced 
   infrastructure, removing the limitations of 
   lower tier Lands.

 > Higher tiers of Land enable a “rent” mechanic 
   that grants passive $DATA income to the owner.

BLOCKCHAIN POWERED GAME:
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\\ Introducing an ecosystem currency token with hard cap 
   and multi-year vesting schedule.

\\ The utility of the token will include both in-game and 
   off-game usage, as the game is only a fraction of the 
   total scope of the project.

TOKENIZED ECOSYSTEM

\\ 85% Allocated to the Community

Game Rewards: 60%
Community 
Rewards: 
15%

Team
Fund: 
15%

Support
Supply: 
10%

$DATA - TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>                             >>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>                             >>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>

>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>

>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>

>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>
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\\ Refer to the game documentation 
   for more details on the utility 
   of the three NFTs.

>>>>>>>>

>>>>>>>>
7060 UNITS
STANDARD

>>>>>>>>
3000 UNITS
RARE

>>>>>>>>
500 UNITS
EPIC

10560 BUNDLES

CRYPTORUNNER rootpass 

EACH BUNDLE HAS 3 ROOTPASESS

 > Burn it to claim your 
   Cryptorunner (PFP) 
   approximately 
   two weeks after mint.

CONSOLE ITEM rootpass 

 > Burn it to claim your 
   Console Item NFT
   previous to its 
   implementation in 
   the game.

LAND ITEM rootpass 

 > Burn it to claim your 
   Land NFT 
   previous to its 
   implementation 
   in the game.

Tier determines the minimum 
guaranteed rarity of the Console 
& Land NFTs, with a 2% chance of 
getting one of the next tier.

TIER

RARITY

TECH SPECS

The rarity of the claimed
Cryptorunner will be randomized 
for all the tiers.

rootPasses
All rootPasses are ERC-1155 
tokens.

FINAL NFTs
All final NFTs will be ERC-721 
tokens.
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\\ We defined different prices for each NFT separately, 
   calculating the potential value of their intrinsic 
   utility (the stats), their scarcity (supply) and the 
   quality of the artwork.

\\ We bundled them and applied a discount in each tier, 
   coming up with the following pricing structure.

PRICING STRUCTURE

RARITY SUPPLY SAVINGS

Shaping The Universe Through The Game

STANDARD

RARE

EPIC

RARITY SUPPLY

7060

3000

500

SALE PRICE

0.2112 ETH

0.6 ETH

1.2 ETH



\\ Legendary and Notorious members will mint first.

\\ OGs will mint afterwards.

\\ Members with NO ROLES (selected via a raffle) will mint last.

   >> NOTE: When a new minting window opens, the previous one remains active.

   >> If any bundles remain unsold, they will go up on open sale.

PRE-SALE PROCESS
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\\ What we are

 > A transmedia NFT experience that builds a universe shaped alongside with the community.
 > Storytelling is the core, gaming is just a part of it.
 > We created five factions of hackers (The Cryptorunners) & five mega-corporations (The Big Five Corps).

\\ What we offer

 > An exciting, deep and ever-changing universe that you can affect.
 > The highest quality of narratives and art.
 > Challenging and exciting roleplaying events and gameplay.

\\ Minting

 > 3 tier of bundles (Standard, Rare, Epic). There are 10560 to mint.
 > Each bundle contains 3 mint passes (PFP, Console and Land).
 > Rarity lies on Console and Land passes.
 > Standard bundle priced at 0.2112 ETH.

T L ; D R
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Select node: a/b

*nodes*_revealed_

Node a content: watchDog 1.0 ICE

Node b content: excalibur 3.3 ICE

**Where the CONTINUE and BUTTONS were, now there are two buttons that say: NODE a, NODE b.**



Jack-in to the grid and visit us at https://www.2112.run/


